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The poetic image places us at the origin of the speaking being. I 
Gaston Bachelard 
Abstract 
My work involves the insertion of a structure into a landscape - a particular landscape, one I have 
contemplated for many years. In my landscape, 'my place', time is seen through the change of 
farming and weather seasons. We think we know and understand the landscape that immediately 
surrounds us, the place in which we li ve, but in the event of even a small change within that 
familiar place, our understanding and perceptions are called into question and our sense of time 
and space are rearranged. 
The structure inserted into the landscape, although foreign, is surprisingly integrated because the 
reworked, man-made materials of its making have their work ing origins in this environment and 
the roundness of the shape echoes the wind-sculpted landscape. 
A photographic record of the constant changes affecting the structure, register the passing of time, 
the influences of natural forces, atmospheres and growth cycles. These images create the 
opportun ity for the viewer to interpret both cause and effect - each individual reading synthesised 
by the viewer using their own memory, perception of landscape and ways of see ing. 
Whether studied through a photographic record or experienced in reality, the recording or 
sounding of change from a fixed position has the potential to ignite a range of new narratives. 
Art ii\'es in the experiencing of it. 2 
James Hillman 
I Bachelard, G. Translated from French by Maria Jolas 1964. The Poelics o/Space. Beacon Press, BOSlOn, 
Introduction xix 
2 Hillman, J. 1989. A Blue Fire: Selected Writings. Harper & Row, New Yon.:. p. 304 
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Preface 
I'W! gOllo know Ihe counlryand the country's gOllo know me ... J Rosalie Gascoigne 
Cleaning a house has never really interested me, but tidying up is always easy and the effect is 
instant. The red cushions balance with the proteas on the comer table, and the shoes lined up at 
the back door look as if they are expecting company. There is a practicality and an aesthetic here, 
which is part of my being. This need I feel to tidy up to make a place look arranged and 
coordinated has become stronger with time, and now I have extended this practice beyond the 
domestic realm into the 'paddock rooms' of the farm. Here I enter the domain of the farmer. 
himself a ' housewife .' I hear him talk of clearing, cleaning or resting the paddocks, sowing, 
storing hay, going to market and have even heard the expression 'married to the land.' I have 
walked my paddocks many times and each time 1 see something different to glean, gather, 
arrange, sort and store. 
1 collect old forty~four gallon drums and place them in rows. The old fence stays are stacked into 
piles (Plate I), stones are piled in mounds (Plate 2) and I chainsaw the dead lower branches ofT 
lines of pine trees to a uniform height. J work with the collapsing old stone wall fences on the 
property, which once marked the security of land tenure and the beginnings of the enclosure era. 
Although most of the more substantial walls were built after the gold rush and the introduction of 
the rabbits, there is evidence of dry stone walls in the district from the late 1840s and early 1850s. 
These were built to protect the cultivated paddocks, homesteads, livestock, crops and as a barrier 
against fires.· On our property, these walls were the original boundary fences for the Ballarat to 
Geelong road, and I have cleared away sections of rubble, leaving twenty repaired walls that 
stand three hundred metres apart. I have renamed these sections ' land furniture' (Plate 3). 
Most fanns have an accumulation of old and disused implements, equipment and materials, lying 
about that trace the origins of the farmer's attempts to cultivate and use the land. 
l Hughes, R. t998, Interview with Rosalie Gascoigne, 
http ://www.australianbiography . gov.aulgascoigne/interview t .htm~ Tape: 3 
• Corangamite Arts tnc. 2008, Dry Slone Walls in Corangamite. Corangamite Shire. 
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I Bennett, Julie. F~nc~ sla)'$. 2008 
2 Bennett. Ju lie. Slone pll~$. 2008 
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3 Bennett, Julie. S'olle walls -LAnd Furniture. 2008 
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Even though no longer functional, this material is often intentionally retained as it may prove a 
useful resource in the case of future breakdowns and running repairs for farmers who, in many 
cases, have self-learned skills of we lding and basic engineering. This characteristic salvage 
mentality of Australian fanners has been brought about by their isolation and need for low cost 
repairs, and it is this ubiquitous hoarding practice that has provided me with limitless 
opportunities to glean and arrange (Plate 4). 
This is my fami ly heritage, the experiences of country living as a child growing up surrounded by 
improvisations where old tractor and truck batteries stored the thirty-two volt power for an old 
single cylinder kerosene-run generator that powered the house electricity. The roast leftovers 
from Sunday lunch were put into the bench mincer and became the shepherd's pie on Monday 
and hopefully stretched to be the rissoles on Tuesday. Being the youngest of four siblings, 
clothes, bikes and school books were passed down, and any complaint was met with ' waste not 
want not' , a left over phrase from the depression days. The residue of those memories now 
combines to shape the direction of my work. 
Further paddock-work involves the clearing away of old post and wire fence lines, as better farm 
management requires new fencing strategies for improved land management. Laneways for 
efficient stock movement and grazing and crop rotation are now needed. Today, electric fences 
largely replace stone walls and barbed wire, and the rusty wire remnants of yesterday are no 
longer required. I roll these pieces into coils in lengths of approximately thirty metres, which is a 
useful and manageable length deri ved from endless experimentati.on over generations. Barbed 
wire is at once both a friend and foe to the farmer; if properly utilized it can assist, in many ways, 
but if neglected can be very hazardous. Cutting and rolling the discarded barbed wire ensures 
convenient salvage and reuse, and has the added advantage of removing the danger that short 
lengths of wire left on the ground presents to livestock. I begin to think about barbed wire. 
I am a gleaner first and then a visual interpreter and builder. I am an amalgam of my family 
heritage and my current environment. For my palette, I take my artistic inspiration, and my raw 
materials, from my intimate and personal world. The farm's isolation, in a physical and 
psychological sense, has been important to the art I make. Without conventional art supplies or 
shops nearby. and friends to divert my attention, I have been forced to observe through isolation 
that where I live inspires a need to express myself. 
12 
4 Dennett, Julie, • Willlleed il somelinre . . 2006. 63 x 6Ocm. Wire and lin 
Found. as shown. in the shed of the MacDonald fami ly. Indigo Creek Road Damawartha Victoria 
Farm has been in the same family for 120 years. 
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This exegesis will attempt to explore and explain the personal nature of my artwork and my 
attempts to bring the experience and the language of a changing landscape into view. In so doing 
il engages with the notion of French poel and critic of the 1930s, Jean Lescure, that 'an artist does 
not creale the way he lives, he lives the way he creates." 
Bachelard. G. Translated from French by Maria Jolas 1964. The Poetics of Spa cr. Beacon Press, Hoston, 
Introduction l(xix 
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Cbapter One 
Recognizing the Shape of Thi ngs - Refining the Vision 
In this chapter, I outline my response to the landscape, the material I have gleaned from this land 
fo r use in this project, and some of the in fluences on the way we see things. My chosen material 
has a history that could never be silenced, insinuating itse lf into my work as a co-contributor. 
Ultimately how we read the material, the object and the landscape often depends on the differi ng 
infl uences at play. 
My personal view of landscape comes from what su rrounds me on a daily basis. I live in a 
country that stretches into space and light, where a huge acti ve sky overpowers, compacts and 
compresses the earth, and the wind blows incessantly. Th is land, known as barrier country, has 
the simp licity of one long horizontal plane, a horizon that the poet Homer Rieth who writes of the 
area, refers to as ' the imaginary line that eludes yoU.'6 The farm where I have lived is fifty 
min utes west of Ball arat in an area called Stoneieigh (Plate 5). This is volcanic country. Volcanic 
acti vity erupting from cones mi ll ions of years ago spou ted the lava, which then formed the stones 
and gentl e rocky rises that cover this basalt plain. It is an environment where the soil needs 
conditioning and fe rtil izing to ensure sustainable farmi ng. I have grown to love th is desolate, 
barren vision, where the on ly interruptions to its vastness are solo pine trees, which have been 
un inhibited by any competition and have reached thei r fu ll round natural shape. They sit with the 
round hay bales, a product of and metaphor fo r, the ci rcular pattern of fanning. I fee l small in this 
country; it is so big, and it's real, honest, and just there everyday. No fril ls, no pretence. 
For my art, I coll ect used, everyday, materials thai come in multiples and come in abundance. I 
bel ieve there is simplicity of message and design in using just one material in an artwork. Th is 
eclectic range of materials contains objects that have out-lived their original purpose and seem to 
be of no further use to anyone. I am attracted to their shape and colour, which is often faded or 
weathered in unexpected ways, which leads me to think about the history of the material. 
American architect Christopher Day referred to discarded materi als as ' the raw ingred ients of 
an ... We respond to the history and being of the material printed into its appearance:7 
6 Rieth. II . 2006. A Locale of the Cosmo: an Epic of the Wimmcrn. AD Wild Blue Yonder, Pan One, p. 59 
7 Day, C. 1993. Places of the Sou/: Architeclurt and Environmental design as a /lealing Art. 
AquarillnfThorsons. London p. I t3 
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In March 2005, I began to focus on the use of barbed wire as a means of expressing my 
relationship with the landscape. As I explored barbed wire as a medium, my life was unsett led. 
Loneliness, isolation and ongoing conflict were also, I realized, finding expression in this material 
often associated with hostility . J found myse lf trapped in a painful and ongoing cycle of 
destructive behaviour in a barren landscape. The memory and meaning contained in this material, 
perhaps more than any other common farm artefact cannot be separated from its remarkable 
history that inevitably contributes to the way we see it. Like the different responses to the 
landscape in general, each viewer will view my work through their own particular experience of 
barbed wire. Reactions and psychological relationships with my wire artwork will be different 
depending on the experience of each viewer, and these fee lings will unavoidably spill over to the 
surrounding landscape. As I join separate sections of wire, I 'see' the landscape that my work 
attempts to reveal. It is the act of 'seeing' the landscape that my work attempts to expose . My 
conjecture is that a 'shift ' in the observation point wi ll reveal familiar objects in a completely 
different way, or indeed, allow them to be really 'seen' for the first time. Rosalie Gascoigne said 
she wanted artists, ' ... to make the elegance of this country visible's and I want to make my 
country 's hidden beauty available to the viewer. 
In researching the hi story, the varied uses and threats of barbed wire, I also expose the multip le 
attitudes that viewers might bring to my work depending on their experience of the material. 
Barbed wire's intimidating innuence and defini ng lines create a boundary, a tangible impediment 
to movement both phys ically and emotionally. The psychological power inherent in thi s material 
is no better demonstrated than by its appropriation by Amnesty International. To break political 
cycles of threat and create an opportunity of passage fo r healing both emotionally and physically, 
Amnesty Intemational have created one of the world 's most recognized non-commercial symbol s, 
the candle with a broken piece of barbed wire wrapped around the flame of hope (Plate 6). 
Barbed wire was patented in France in 1860, as a tool to contain cattle. Soon after, in 1867, it 
appeared in America where its usage ex tended from containment of catt le to keeping trespassers 
out. It was in the quiet plains country of Texas that the first clashes between protagonists using 
the wire began . 
• Hughes. R.1998. Interview Rosalie Gascoigne. 
http://www.australianbiography.gov.au/gascoigne/inter..iew t.htm!. Tape 9 
17 
6 Redhouse. Diana. Des;weer of Amnesty inlerrUltionai Logo. 1961 
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The wire's transition from its rural application to its use as an offensive weapon came first with 
the American War of 1898-1900, and soon after, in the early 1900s, General Kitchener 
established what was to be known as 'concentration camps '. These holding areas for prisoners 
and unwanted people were surrounded by fences of double-barbed wire.9 This concept wou ld 
later become synonymous wi th repression of the most extreme kind . Black and white images of 
Nazi concentration camps like Auschwitz and Dachau are indelibly etched into our consciousness 
(Plates 7, 8). In December 2004, artist Rosemary Laing obtained pennission from the Australian 
Government to photograph the exterior of the Woomera Immigration Reception and Processing 
Centre in South Australia, a detention centre for unauthorized refugees seeking asylum in 
Australia. The centre became notorious for the treatment of detainees ; many were contained there 
for years, suffering long-tenn physical and emotional trauma as a result. Laing's two 
photographs, welcome to Australia, and and yOll can even pay later. both depict the high straight 
fence dividing and wedging into the landscape. Both titles make ironic and satirical statements lO 
(Plates 9, 10). Woomera had been shut down at the time of these photographs and unlike the 
titles, the aesthetic of both works 'is almost silent, an aesthetic of absence.'11 The artificial 
divisions of this border simultaneously physically, legally and psychologically divided people 
according to the criteria of belonging. In the words of poet, Thomas Shapcott: 
Spin rock to wire and make il sharp-
skill is a man'tllous weapon 
Razor wire is iron rock 
in ils ullimale concel/lralion 
Here is a concen/ration camp 
S/JIck like a harsh ol/lslalion. 
Do notlhink of the people inside 
Who appealed to our generous nalion-
remember Ihe sleel and remember the money 
remember Ihal God is a liar 
remember the key is 'misinformation' 
and remember s trong ra:.or wire 
Across the square 
Between the burnt-alit iaw COllrts and Police Headquarters 
Past the Cathedral for too damaged to repair. 
The barbed wire rllns Ihrough the abolished city. 
Across Ihe plains. 
Between Iwo hills. two vii/ages. two trees. two friends, 
The barbed wire runs which neither argues nor explains ... 11 
9 Krell. A. 2002. The Devil', Rope: if Cultural fi isloryo/Barbed Wire. Reaktion Books, London, pp. 15.12 
10 Webb, V. 2005. the unquiet landscapes o/Rosemary Laing. Museum ofConlcmporary An. Sydney. p. 17 
II Tello, V. 2008. Monilmel// to Memory: Woomera ill Allstralian COlitemporaryArt. Art Monthly. 
April. Issue No, 208. p. 29 
12 Shapcott, T. 2002, The Ballad o/Ra:or Wire, Weckend Austmlian Review, March. p. 13 
19 
7 Auschwit::. Photographer unknown 
• 
'( 
, 
• 
8 Suddcutscher Verlag Bilderdiensc. Dachau. 
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9 Laing, Rosemary. welcome ioAuslralia. 2004 
10 Laing. Rosemary. and you e(1ll even pay later. 2004 
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The two intertwined strands of barbed wire with short prongsjulting out presents an unmistakable 
visual challenge. It has become a symbol embedded in the social imagination, representing a 
constant threat that is intractably part of our social, political and cu ltural history, a universal tool 
of territorial expansion, warfare, control of living things and people movement. 
It is perhaps not surpri sing that an image rich in historical meaning and psychological intensity 
should find its way into the creative arts area. Barbed wire has been the focus of poems, plays and 
music festivals like the Viitasaari New Music Festival in Finland in 1995, where Jose Rose 
played a barbed wire fence. IJ A play by Mukotani Rugyendo first performed in 1972 in Tanzan ia 
and called, The Barbed Wire, addressed the local questions of land control, exploitation and the 
role of govemment.l~ New York fashion house Tuleh promoted a fashion garment ' Beige and 
Brown Top with Beautifu l Barbed Wire Print ol5 and the Oklahoma Barb Wire Times announced 
'Miss Barb Wire October 1967."6 In recent time's German artist, Anselm Kiefer, in hi s 
install ation, Women of Antiqllity-Candida uses rusting razor wire to express the unfair treatment 
many mythologies have handed out to prominent women considered to have transgressed the 
intellectual and gender boundaries l1 (Plate t I). 
Th is project is sit uated in the tradition of appropriating and transforming a socially and physically 
powerful material , with all its inherent meanings, into a new form in a particular place, my 
landscape. Just as the reading of barbed wire mi ght vary, so does our personal vision of the 
landscape, which is highly dependent on our cultural environment. For those without ties to the 
land, it can be a mere abstraction, measurable in hectares and dollars. A land developer or farmer 
would react differently from a geographer, a parks and gardens expert or an architect. Each will 
view the landscape from their accumulated experience and perspective, which poses the question; 
how does an artist formulate their view of a landscape? • All things in the natural world have 
inspired us with curiosity and awe,'11 says British historian Kenneth Clark in the first paragraph 
of his pioneering study of landscape painting, Landscape into Arl. As his titl e suggests, the 
landscape is raw material waiting to be processed by the artist, but there may not be a landscape 
to which everyone responds equally. 
IJ hnp:lllconardo.infollmjllmj9revicws.htmI27 September 2007 
1~ Krell, A.2002, The Devi/'s Rope: A Clllwral Hisloryo/Barbed Wire, Reaklion Books. London, p. 170 
IS hnp:J/www.designerexposure.comlproductl240SSI 2 September 2007 
16 Krell, A.2002, The De~·;rJ Rope: If Cultural Hisloryo/Barbed Wire, Reaktion Books. London, p. 126 
17 www.philosophyblog.com.aulwomen-or-anliquity-by-anselm-kiefer/ II AuguSl2007 
II Clarke. Sir. K. 1976, Lalldscape into Art, John Murray Ltd, London, p. t 
22 
II Keifer, Anselm. Wome" of Arrtlquity-Ca"dlda. 2oo2 
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After read ing Clark's words, I began to reflect on how my vision of the landscape began to 
develop, and how it came to be expressed in barbed wire. I remembered that observing had 
always been an intrinsic part of my being. As a shy child, bereft of confidence, I circled the 
perimeters of life, drawing littl e attention to myself, whilst at the same time stretching to see as 
much as possible. My lack of innate art icu lation, prompted me to observe people and their 
settings. I began to see rather than look. The more I looked the better I became at seeing more 
than I was looking al. Later, I was to recognize what I had been developing in this process was a 
love of design, balance and order us ing my eye as Gascoigne referred to ' as an instrument of 
pleasure, not an instrument of recognition.' 19 As a child I found solace in collecting swap cards, 
buttons, autumn leaves, stamps, pennies or beet les, that were neat ly placed in the draws of home 
made matchbox towers with drawi ng pins as handles. This habit of collection in later years, 
extended to fossick ing through di scarded treasures, heaped on nature strips awaiti ng council 
collection. The solitary practice of col lecting has never left me. 
Co ll ection applies equally to the collection of the tangible and the intangible. The American 
barbed wire collector, Edward Mulcrone, rationalized hi s pastime of collecting the many different 
patterns of barbed wire by insisting that it gave him a sense of American history, ') wish every 
piece could tell me what it 's gone through. , 20 
In a similar way, the experience of searching, collecting, getting to know the material s that I work 
with aligns to that of meeting a best friend. Initially, you are attracted to the appearance of people, 
and with time a deeper understanding of their essence and wo~h can lead to a strong bond 
between you. I spend time wandering around paddocks and country tips, gleaning a few 
exceptiona l pieces that warrant tak ing home. There is eagerness in coming across a material or 
new acquaintance that you want to take a joumey with, to spend time with, explore its histori es, 
tell its stories and store its memories. Together my material friends and I, begin to work as 
coll eagues as our issues are shared, confronted, supported and challenged. There is an exposing 
of boundaries, revealing frustrati ons and vulnerabiliti es. This 'shared ' process usually leads 10 a 
familiarity of understandi ng, honesty and respect for the materials on my part and the discarding 
of old visions gives way to fresh ideas and more building. 
19 Wedde. I. 1988, Rosalie Gascoigne. Colin McCahon Sel15e o/Place, Ivan Dougheny Gallery, The University of 
New South Wales. NSW, p. 25 
10 Krel l, A. 2002, The De\·i/ 's Rope: A Cultural History a/Barbed Wire, Reaktion Books, London. p. III 
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With new conversations together, the work grows and transforms into a beautiful shape; a shape 
that has reached its full potential. As Rosalie Gascoigne remarked: 
And ;I'S man'el/olls 10 how afriend like Ihal. that;s nature. 
because ii's e\'er-grow;ng, eW!r-changing. and ii's alll'ays authentic,]/ 
This is the genesis of my thinking, The constructed work made with barbed wire, infused with my 
own experiences and the intrinsic qualities of the material , placed within the landscape as a means 
of recording change from a fi xed position, is the focus of my thesis, The chapters that follow 
explore the interrelationships between aspects of my work and the work of other artists, Often 
these arti sts use personal narratives, gathered material s and express the joy of being at one with 
the landscape. 
~, Hughes. R. 1998, Interview with Rosalie Gascoigne. 
h up:llwww.auSlralianbiography.goy.au/gascoigne/interview I . hlm~ Tape 4 
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It is we who must see to it that the thread 0/ tradition does not 
break and that there remain opportunities/or the artist to add 
to Ihe preciolls siring o/pearls thai is our heirloom from the past 12 
E.H. Gombrich 
Chapter Two 
I Am Not Alone 
Until I had the opportunity to revisit study four years ago, my depth of understanding of art 
history had been limited to my school art tex tbook, E. H.Gombrich's, n,e Story of Art published 
in 1958. In the final chapter, he di scussed the then recent work of Picasso, dated 1948 and ended 
with the quotation I have used to begin this chapter. In acknowledging my connection to this 
thread or lineage, I have developed a greater understanding and confidence that I apply to my 
work. It is comforting to know that ' I am not alone.' 
The use of everyday materials in art works is not new. In 1881 , Edgar Degas broke with traditions 
in regard to sculpture, with the revolutionary use of real materials such as silk, {ullle, ribbon and 
hair in hi s much discussed sculpture, LillIe Dancer (plate 12). The use of actual cloth ing in 
Neapol itan Nati vity scenes in Naples may have influenced Degas, as he was a frequent visitor to 
Naples.23 Little Dancer had no immediate influence on sculpture until the use of common 
materials in an was taken up by Picasso and others . Marcel Duchamp and Meret Oppenheim, in 
the early 1900s, were pivotal in bringing ready-mades, or factory made common objects, also 
known as fou"d art, into the arena of fine art. Duchamp's entry i.nto an art show of the work 
FOlllltain, a commonly used cerami c urinal and Oppenheim's Fur Tea CliP became synonymous 
with contemporary thinking, especially that of Surreali sm and Dada. 
My interest in existing objects and materials is in the gleaning of these commonly used objects, 
that when assembled into art works, transfer their embedded memory into the present object. In 
this way, there is a retelling of the original story il1lo a new form. My attention is immediately 
drawn to Robert Rauschenberg and hi s Combi"es24 period in the mid 19505. 
21 Gombrich. E.II . 1958, The Story oJ Art, The Phaidon Press. London, p. 446. 
2l RefT. T. 1976, Degar, The Artis, 's Mind. Thames & Hudson, London, p. 246 
24 A term thllt RauschenbC'rg pioneered. Combines draws from the vocabularies of both painting and sculpture:. 
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12 Degas, Edgar. Lillie Dallce,.. 1880 
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IJ Rauschenberg, Roben. Untilled. 19jj. 86 x 37 x 26 112 em. Mixed media 
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These assemblages were made up of personal objects and material 'scraps and discards that he 
salvaged from the street and junk shops,2' and assembled into autobiographical works and self-
portraits (Plate 13). 
In choosing which objects to salvage, Rauschenberg said he looked for 'the richness of their 
past...Or for their vivid abstract reality.'26 Since the 196Os, French contemporary artist Christian 
Boltanski has worked with the fragility of human experience, collecting old obituary photos and 
ordinary personal objects often sourced from lost property at railway stations or public places, to 
create installations dedicated to disappearance, or as a response to a past life. His works have a 
sense of presence and absence, of stories being told, not always his own. He asked questions, 
leaving the viewer ' to make the piece, us ing their own background, 21 (Plate 14). Viewing the 
works of Australian artist Lorraine Connelly-Northey at Gabrielle Pizzi Gallery, I see gathered 
discarded objects re-assembled to form pieces that respond to her environment and Australian 
Aboriginal heritage (Plate 15). Connelly-Northey continues the tradition of the Waradgerie 
women, telling their stories in her weaving and assembled works. 
Much inspiration for my work comes from the New Zealand-born artist Rosalie Gascoigne. 
Gascoigne has been a companion to my thoughts and ways of seeing. Her first 17 years in 
Australia were spent in a small community on the slopes of the remote, stony. Mount Stromlo 
outside of Canberra. Gascoigne spoke of the landscape as having 'width, rock under your feet and 
the high sky .'28 This was a community deeply patterned with strict social lines of demarcation, 
where, ' ... you served the establishment, it was expected of yoU.'29 Selection of friends was 
carefully considered because they had to fit the pattern and accor~ing to Gascoigne, 'The men 
were obsessed with academic pursuits, leaving the woman on their own to the ritual of domestic 
duties. ,10 
The same characteristics apply to my land and country community. except the men are not 
academics but farmers. For me, as a wife, there was always a sense of waiting that accompanied 
the feelings of isolation. The women of my district arrange get togethers with amazing displays of 
food, involving much preparation (Plate 16), in contrast to my embarrassingly plain offerings. 
1J Crow, T. 2006, Rober' RauJchenberg Combines, The Museum orConlemporary Art, Los Angeles. p. 2:53 
26 Ib id. p. 247 
n l3oltanski, C. 1997, Inl~rview with Tamar Garb. Christian Bollallski 1944, Phnidon Press, London, p. 16 
21 Gascoigne. R. 1999, 'Rosalie Gascoigne, 'Australian Biography. Film Australia 
lt lbid. 
)0 Jacobs, G. 2006, In lire Garden Arlfeature. Art & Australia, Vol. 44, No. I, p. III 
29 
14 Boltanski, Christian. COllado. 1988. Second hand clothing. 
30 
15 Connelly-Nonhy. Lorraine. Opossllm Skin Cloak. 2007. 13.5 X 1 96cm.Various woven metals and wires 
31 
16 Bennett, Julie. Form Treats allh~ Gabbs. 2007 
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These events are the highlight of the year along with the Country Fire Authority Christmas Party 
where children delight in Santa crossing the paddocks on the fire engine, sirens screaming. In this 
community, men are men, and they do not readily support women doing the unusual. The unusual 
always invokes some wry humour. Ben Gascoigne refers to an incident when picking up supplies 
for his wife. The interrogator inquired, ' G'day mate, y' r old lady still keeping yer busy?,31 This 
reminds me of a personal incident where my husband, finally finding lime to help me pick up a 
trailer load of beautiful burnt corrugated tin, pulled into the front gate. Within five minutes a 
neighbour arrived saying ' I won't keep ya, I can see y'r going to the tip.' With a wink my 
husband eagerly responded, 'No mate we've just come from the tip.' 
The hours between the arrival and departure of the local school bus were filled with solitude and 
emptiness, which encouraged me to observe my surroundings. I became fami liar with my 
landscape, at ease with it like a friend. The natural inclination to do something using this personal 
relationsh ip with my environment was inevitable. As Gascoigne says, 'I didn't become an artist, I 
always was one.'l2 The quest to express one's surroundings through the act of gathering and 
assembling objects from the environment, acknowledges seeing as a most important tool. 
Gascoigne expresses a type of visual hunger of the eye for stimulation, 'you fed your eye as much 
as you could ', she said.)) 
My short curriculum vitae indicates my recent entrance into the creative forms of art is 
accompanied by maturity. My first exhibited work was shown at the Ballarat Fine Art Gallery in 
May 2006 when J was fifty-three. My artist statement for the exhibition read, 'my art expresses 
years of looking. I have been an apprentice for forty years, with my work being a culmination of a 
lifetime's love of country and used objects, together with my experience of an and design.' 
Gascoigne had her first showing in 1974 at the age of fifty-seven years. The New Zealand 
novelist Barbara Anderson refers 10 thi s long period of gestation as a ' ... lifetime of seeing and 
remembering how things looked. ,}4 Eighl years later, in 1982, Gascoigne represented Australia at 
the Venice Biennale. 
II Gascoigne. S.c. 2000, from the studio o/Rosalie GasCOigne. 'The Australian National University Drill Hall Gallery, 
Canberra, p. 12 
Jl Edwards, 0. 1998, Rosalie Gascoigne: Material as Landscape, Interview with James Mollison and Steven Heath, 
Art Gallery of New South Wales, p. 7 
U MacDonald. V. 1997, Rosalie Gascoigne, Regaro, Sydney, p. 16 
I' O'Brian, G., Thomas, D. and Ander.;on, B. 2004, Rosalie Gascoigne Plain Air, Edited by O'Brian, City Gallery 
Wellington, Victoria University Press. New Ztaland, p. 5:5 
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1 take the approach of minimal intervention with the materials I collect, calling on the intrinsic 
quality of the materials to playa strong role in the creation. In this way, the creator and the 
materials become mutually dependant as the work is made. Gascoigne said of materials, 'My 
concerns are as much with my materials as with the wo rk 1 make of it. ,35 With the same source of 
supplies as me, Gascoigne scoured the country tips, paddocks and roadways, gathering up the 
used, while discarding the shallow attractiveness of contemporary materials like plastics. In an 
in terv iew with James Mollison and Steven Heath, Gascoigne said, ' Beware of the nice things that 
you find that say nothing ... look fo r things that have been somewhere, done something.,16 On the 
ABC, The Arts Show 200 I, Gascoigne spoke o f 'real stufr, the 'old but familiar ' and things with 
'life essence.' Gascoigne's finding, shaping and resolving ofa work, often rested on the grid as a 
means of evok ing boundless space, creating images that speak to my sense of simpl ici ty, order 
and need for the essential, where the unaltered material is left to tell of its passage in the land. 
These materials bring with them a story of their time in different lights, heat, rain and wind, 
through the fading, bleaching, warpi ng and crack ing of the materials she has collected. 
Gascoigne's works transport me to ' her land' to experience her view. The work takes me back to 
a fleeting moment, a frame in the landscape of my past. 
Gascoigne narrates the landscape of Lake George, outside Canberra, with her installation, 
Feathered Fence, a work shown in the Biennale of Sydney in 1979 (Plate 17). The work required 
the gathering of white swan feathers in mass ive numbers, but first the feathers had to be apparent 
in the landscape. Gascoigne made the comment that 'after several trips to Lake George the house 
gets full of feathers.')7 This remark led me to ask the question why such numbers of white swan 
feathers could be found. There are only eight species of swans in the world, with only one breed 
being black, Cygnus a/rallis, which is endemic to Australia and was discovered near Perth in 
1697,38 The primary white feathers of the upper wing are for flight and are limited in numbers to 
five or six on each wing. It is important they be kept in good condition. Once every year the black 
swans, often in ' tens of thousands,')9 gather to moult, seeking safety on large open bodies of 
water. 
IS Burkt. J.I990, Field of l' ision: A Decade of Change: Women 'j' An in the S,venlies. Viking, Victoria, p, 3S 
J6 O'Brian, G .. Thomas, D. and Anderson, B. 2004, ROS(Jlie GaSCOigne Plain Air, Edited by O'Brian, City Gallery 
Well ington, Victoria University Press. New Zealand, p. 17 
17 Huges, R.1998, Interview wi th Rosalie Gascoigne, www.austra1ianb iogmphy.gov.au/gascoinge/interviewl.htm~ Tape 6 
)I Marchant. S. and Uiggins. PJ. Editors. 1991 , Halldbookof Australian, New Zealand and Antarctic Birds, Vol. /, 
Oxford University Press, USA, p. 1179 
J9 Blakers, M., Davies, SJJ .F. and Reilly, P.N. 1984, The Atlas of Australian Birds, University Press, Melbourne, p. 71 
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17 Gascoigne. Rosalie. Feathered Fence. 1978 - 1979. 64 x 750 x 45 em. Feathers. wire 
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Unable to ny during the six to eight weeks ofmoulling they shed drifts of feathers like windrows 
towards the shoreline. In Tasmania, Moulting Lagoon is named after just this activity.4o As is so 
often the case with gatherers, Gascoigne was obvious ly at the right spot at the right time, 
apparently between late spring and summer, as swans ' number their greatest at moult sites after 
the main breeding season in spring.'41 
Gascoigne's work, Feathered Fence, using her suppl y of feathers, seems to noat ofT into the 
distance, as do the actual fence lines of the lake that seem to noat with the rise and fall of the 
water level. Fence lines that end in what appears to be an act of drowning as they plunge into 
dams is a common sight in the country. With this work, Gascoigne has taken what the country lert 
behind and returns it to a vision of itself. 
It is perhaps Gasco igne 's personal story that has parall eled mine in so many respects. The process 
of an has not only been the searching and assembling of materials to describe one's surroundings 
but an autobiograph ical account of the searching, exploring and discovery of one's inner life and 
sense of se lf. Gascoigne put it this way, ' I think anists should go out into the desert and confront 
themselves: in solitude they get nearer to what they intrinsically have to ofTer.'42 , ... Thejourney 
to self-recognition took me decades.'43 When asked by Robin Hughes in an interview in 
November 1998, about the purpose of life and fu lfil ment, Gascoigne's response resonated with 
me: 
' / think Ihat one of the worst things yOIl can do is II0t realife YOllr potential... 
illook me five decades to find, 10 sorl myself ow and whal / really was / think.. 
And then YOIl Jind Ollt Ihat this is somelhing Ihal yO Il can do, you always could do it, 
you didn't know you cOIl/d do it. You didn't live amongst people who did it. 
Alld it wasn't held in high esteem. You see, you have 0101 of dorm an I seeds in 
YOII, Ilhillle. And suddenly circumstances sholl' yOll. YOII get a glimpse. YOII see. ,H 
My collecting includes disused farm items, rocks, bones and discarded commodities such as 
wooden fence droppers, fony-four gallon drums, corroded water tanks, bale twine and corrugated 
iron sheets. 
40 Parks and Wildlife Service. Parksolld Places Moulting /..Qgoon Game Resen.'/!. Tasmania, p. I 
~ I Mnrchant, S. and Higgins, PJ. Editors. 1991 , Handbook 0/ Alis/ralio/I. New Zealand Qnd An/arc/ic Birds Vol. I . 
Oxford University Press.. USA, p. 11 81 
., 
4J Burke. J. 1990. Fiefdo!Vision: A Decode o/Ownge: Women 's Art in the Se~'f!nties. Viking, Victoria, p. 36 
MacDonald, V. 1998, Rosolie Gascoigne. Regaro, Sydney, p. 9 
... Hughes, R.1998. Interview with Rosalie Gascoigne. 
http://www.australianbiogrnphy.gov.aulgascoignclinterview l .html. Tape 819 
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Some of these material s have been fashioned into works that fit into the 'outsider art,4S category. 
Art made from a dedicated but intuitive impulse simply for the love of making and not intended 
for public exhibition. One such project of mine is Bille Tree, a work still in progress (Plate 18). ln 
this work, nature is integral to the work. On our property, an old dead tree was destined for 
removal, its original usage as shade for stock had ended. I wanted to enhance its sculptural form, 
define its beauty and save it from its destiny as firewood, by wrapping the tree in blue bale twine 
and hiding it in the blue sky. Originally grown out of the soil and related to land it would now 
have a new relationship to the sky. My supply and source of twine, particularly blue, was not 
enough for the job. I advertised in the local paper, the Ballarat Courier in May 2007, for ' used 
bale twine' under the pseudonym of Barb Dwyer, to be playful and at the same time disguise 
myself from the locals (Plate 19). 
The use of the print media to connect with possible donors of materials for art works is not new, 
though r was not aware of this when r advertised. In July 2000, artist Greer Honeywill persuaded 
a joumalist at the Telegraph , a local newspaper for Sunbury and Macedon Ranges, to run a story 
about her work, Embrace. The story included her telephone number. In order to make the work, 
Honeywill required 102 cy lindrical kitchen graters and the story included a public call for 
donations of graters to be incorporated into the work. 29 women and one man responded to the 
story donating 37 graters along with the stories of the donor's relationship with the object.46 
In Munich, in 1985, German jeweller, Otto KOnzli , used the print media to assist him in the 
collection of rings needed for a necklace, which he wou ld call, Chain. On seve ral occasions, the 
Munich daily papers ran his advertisement declaring, 'I collect rings'. The response was 48 
donated wedding rings, many accompanied by their personal histories of death, love and 
separation. In both cases, the print media extended the search for material s from the personal to 
the public domain and harvested the good will of donors and the stories the donors provided 
about their relationship with the object. Each object carried its intrinsic hi story into a new work.47 
· S Outsider An is the work produced outside the mainstream of contemporary art practice. 
4/j Conversation with the artist 15 September 2007 
'1 Author unknown. '0110 K Kunzli The Third Eye'. Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. Museum o f Delle rive, 
Zurich. 1992. pp. 90. 92. 96 
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The nineteen country fanners, who responded to my advertisement, for bale twine, particularly 
the men, were unnappable when approached about my idea and the need for their scraps. When 
they saw a woman, her ' ute' full of fann leftovers, they saw a soul mate and this liberated a 
chuckle and a long, long story. As Rosalie Gascoigne remembers: 
.when they see what you're tossing in the back a/your car, they 
know they can lafk. ~II 
The farmers supplying me were themselves gleaners of the twine (Plate 20). They have respect 
for the material and its many and varied uses, because it has 'saved the day ' for them. Holding up 
the farmer's pants, tying up the farm dog, holding the tractor engine together to get home, pulling 
the odd calf out at binh time, were cited as some of its uses. For me twine 'saved my tree.' 
It is a strange, fascinating and frequent occurrence that artists have often come to the 'same place' 
in tcnns of ideas and expression, albeit at different times. Through my research, I became aware 
that I was not the only artist working wi th trees. I acknowledge artists, like Philippa Lawrence 
and Andy Goldsworthy, who have used real trees in their work (Plates 2 1, 22). Inspirat ion for 
Goldsworthy to cover a dead, grey, bark less, mulga tree, with the damp red sands of the 
Australian bush came after he smeared the sand onto the trunk as an experiment and realized with 
surprise that it stuck and in fact hardened becoming a stone tree in an ancient land . It was a 
• ... meeting of tree, earth, rai n and sun' he said.49 The assertion that nothing is new, but merely a 
new ex pression of something already thought comes to mind . . This natural convergence in 
difTeren t parts of the world at the same or different times, places the emphasis on the artist to 
understand their own tim e and place in order to find fresh, honest and unique expressions. 
Traditionally, as long as sculpture was being placed in an art gallery, place and how the sculpture 
related to that space was a minor issue, the concern was to look at the works, in isolation . Outside 
of the gallery, ancient peoples saw sculptures as monuments to kings, emperors and later to the 
bourgeois, whereas in the early twentieth century, European statues were said to be so prolific 
they 'threaten to take over the streets and crowd out the parks.,$O 
.1 Hughes, R. 1998, Imervlew with Rosalie Gascoigne. w ..... w.auSlralianbiography.gov.aulgasooingc/intervie ..... l . htm~ 
T,,,d 
... Goldsworthy, A. 1994. Stone, Viking, Grcat Britain. p. 49 
~ Cunis. P. 1999, Scu/ptllre 1900·1945. Oxford University Press, U.S.A., p. 38 
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22 Goldsworthy. Andy. Mouni !'ietor Station South Australia. 1991. Red earth 
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Tradition dictated the sites; doctors were placed outside hospitals, academics in universiti es and 
writers and poets in parks.51 By placing my barbed wi re ball, into a landscape, 1 have continued a 
thread of tradition, which took a new direction in the 1920s and 30's with the works of British 
sculptor Henry Moore. Moore was dedicated to placing hi s work in harmony with the natural 
environment preferring open·air sites, because he felt it communicated more actively with the 
nature around it . 'The sky is the perfect background for sculpture, because you are contrasting 
solid, three dimensional fonn, the sculpture, with its oppos ite the sky, which is space, with no 
distractions.' s2 Moore's interest in placing his sculpture outdoors on the Scottish moors, 
env ironmental scu lpture writer Andrew Causey suggests, may have influenced British 
env ironmental sculptor, Andy Goldsworthy, who lived close by.53 Today, with a concern for 
making scu lptural work in the landscape, Andy Goldsworthy collaborates with nature. He is best 
known for extending our perception of the sculptural , from the solid and monumental to the 
delicate and ephemeral. Place, not space, is crucial to hi s art. Goldsworthy comments: 
..... a 1I'0rk musl jil. musl draw on ils environmenl and become pari of il "" 
II is his words 'draw on its environment ' that connects my work with some of his. In particular 
Goldsworthy's, Seven Spires completed in 1984 (Plate 23) and set in the Grizedale Forest in the 
Lakes District of Northern England, illustrates thi s poin!. Here we see a work where placement 
within nature became crucial, 'I wanted the form to come out oflhe material and place, , 55 he said. 
Goldsworthy was also, ' interested in what is like nature but different. , 56 The Spires made from 
the su rplus timber of the forest show on ly a modest difference between the trunks that fonn the 
spires and those of the li vi ng trees around them. His work was to be experienced in its entirety by 
walking amongst it. Its placement withi n nature became crucial. ' The weather - rain, sun, snow, 
hail , mist, calm - is that external space made visible ... made pennanent by record ing them in 
photo. ,~1 My ball sat comfortably amongst the round trees throughout the changes of the fanning 
season. The sky was overseer of the changes with a theatre of li ghts and action, which I have 
recorded with digital photography. The images become a record of change, 'of the immateri al 
di stances that separate and connect one moment and another.' '' 
'I Cunis. P. t999, Sculplllre 1900 - 1945, Ox ford University Press, U.S.A., p. 46 
!l Levine, G. 1978. With I-Iellry Moore: rhe Artist at Work, Times Boeke New York p 40 » ~ , . 
~ Causey. A. 2004. Hand 10 Earth · Environmental Sculptures, Thames & Hudson, London, p. 137 
Goldswonhy, A. 2004, lland 10 &lrth, Thomas & Hudson, London, p. 127 
H Ibid. p. 61 
~ Ibid. p. 128 
H Ibid. p. I jO 
51 Goldswonhy. A. 2004, Pas$flge, Thomas & Hudson, London, p. 120 
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Goldsworthy. while constructing West Coast Sea Cai'" 2001 (plate 24) with the view to 
photograph ing its collapse in to the tide al Pigeon Point, HalfMoon Bay. California, speaks of the 
relationship that builds between himself and the work, as one that grows and one that you begin 
to take for granted will continue to be there.59 1 similarly took for granted my ball would be where 
I had placed il forever, or until I chose otherwi se. An assumption I should never have made, for 
as Goldsworthy said 'the shock and sense of loss when a collapse happens are acutc .·6O 
Goldsworthy never got the shot he wanted of the cairn collapsing in the sea, due to an 
unpred ictable forceful wave, and I never got the remaini ng shots I had envisaged from my ball 
due to the ravaging, 130 ki lometre per hour winds on the 2 April 2008, that relentlessly tossed my 
ball across farmland, distorting its shape forever (Appendix I). Goldsworthy recall s his loss was 
as if ' the sea had eaten and digested the work.'61 The record of my feelings, 5 April , notes that the 
ball , once sitting proudly withi n nature, has been rejected and pushed away from the setting I 
chose for it. It had been humbled by nature ... il became a snai l. Nature gOI ri d of it and cast it 
aside, away from the canola crop into the rough paddock 62 (Append ix 2 p. 92), (Plate 25). Nature 
overru led my selected site and determined its destiney. 
My weekly travels through this now familiar countryside have imprinted in my mind, a vision of 
country in constant change. Goldsworthy said, 'Time and change are connected to place. Real 
change is best understood by staying in one place. ,63 I share common ground, for I am li mited to 
one place and have observed my environment from a fi xed position and from this position, I find 
that the landscape is a continuing rich source of images. I see shapes, colours and pictures 
everywhere, changing constantly from season to season. In spring the patchwork of green fields 
and wheat crops are sewn together with fence posts. The pasture changes I interprete in a series 
Farmers Quilts (Plate 26). In summer, the same farm s with their black Angus cows feeding on 
parched dry paddocks create an image of currants sprinkled randomly across the surface of a 
custard pudding (Plate 27). 
" G eo otdswonhy, A. 2004, Paswge. Thomas & Hudson, London. p. 101 
Loc.cit. 
61 Lac.cit 
62 Canola crops produ« edible oil derived from the canola plant 
6) Goldsworthy. A. 2000. Time. Thames & Hudson. London, p. 7 
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24 Goldsworthy. Andy. Pe/lpor/ Cairn. 200 1. Last photograph before a wave destroyed the cairn 
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Canolo Burn Off 
PaI/USQII 's C Ul'se 
26 Bennett. Julie. Farmers Quilts. 2006. 144 x 117em. 44 gallon drums and bale twine 
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27 Bennett, Jul ie. Currants sprinkled on cuslard pudding. 2008 
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Representing 'place' for Australian photo-based artist Rosemary Laing has been her primary 
concem. It is about place as in location as well as one's relationship to that place. The juxtaposing 
of incongruous elements wi th specific sites comes together in Laing's stunni ng series 
grollndspeed 2001 (Plate 28). In this work constructed at the Morton National Par k, NSW, 
Laing creates a new fo rest floor by overwriting the real forest floor with an acreage of floral 
pallern ed Feltex carpet. In doi ng so, she makes reality unreal and invites viewers to exa mi ne 
the mu lt iple meanings. The inev itable link to the c reation of the subu rbs by overwri ting the 
nalUral landscape with a constructed reality we call home, is just one interpretation of the 
work. It is the usc of flora l carpet in this work, a spectacular intervention c reated in tbe lus h, 
isolation and quiet beau ty of the fo rest that makes the li nk with those wann cosy fee lings of 
my childhood. Although Feltex was the carpet of the time, throughout my childhood and teens, 
the fashionable floral Axminster carpets furnished our house. As this fashion lost favour to plain 
carpets, the floral designs moved onto the loose covering of the lounge suite (Plate 29). Looking 
at Laing's groundspeed reminds me of lying on the floor or stretching out on the couch amongst 
the abundant floral pattern. 11 is especially a reminder of days spent watching Ihe rented black and 
white television allowed only on lazy, dreamy , school holidays. If I had my way I would lie down 
on the ' new' forest floor of grollndspeed. streich out and view the rays of light steaming through 
the silhouetted leaves from the forest ceiling and feel very much at home. 
In her series brumby mound and burtling Ayer#l, 2003, (Plates 30, 31) the familiar objects of 
mass produced easy assembled modem furniture like chairs, floor lamps, desks and shelves, are 
covered with red earth and scattered or heaped on the surface of the arid desert landscape of the 
Balgo area of Central Australia. These discarded abandoned objects in the foreve r-timeless 
landscape, articulate a culture with a throw-away mentality Things ofloday become the relics ofa 
civilisation tomorrow. Making our culture visible leaves us with a sense of futility and sadness. A 
story has been told in one frame. Of the burtling Ayer series (Plate 32), Vivienne Webb, Curator, 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, comments that the buming is, 'a metaphor for 
transfonnation as the means by which dense mailer achieves release into other forms. ,64 
.. Webb. V. 2005, the unquiet landscapes o/Rosemary Laing. Museum orConlemporary Art, Sydney, p. 13 
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28 Laing. Rosemary. groundspeed (Rose Petal) 11 15. 2001 . 11 0 x 2 11 cm 
29 Anist unknown. Floral pallemed loullge suite!ashiollable ill the 1950 ·s. 2008 
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30 Laing, Rosemary. b11lmby mound 115. 2003. 11 0 x 222cm 
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31 Laing, Rosemary. burnjng A)'er IH . 2003 . 8:5 x 13Scm 
32 Laing, Rosemary. burnjng A)'t'r 116. 2003. 11 0 x 224cm 
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The transformation of my intervention came in the fonn of the winds, confinning the nature of 
the land and climate that I live in. Nature wil l have its way, unforgiving and uncontrollable, 
forever changing. Abigail Solomon-Godeau in, the unquiet landscapes of Rosemary Laing, 
suggests Laing's works ' are disasters beyond themselves; Australia., like California is a land of 
natural as well as unnatural disaster: cyclones, wildfires, dust stonns. flood and drought. ,6' 
" So lomon-Godcau, A. 2005. the unquiet landscopes o/Rosemary Laing. Museum orConlemporary Art. 
Sydney, p. 46 
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Chapter Three 
The Making and Placing of an Object within the Landscape 
Looking, tOl/ching, ma/erial, place, making, 
Ihe form and resliiting work are ifl/egraf. 
diffICUll lO say where one stops anti onother begins.66 
Andy Goldswonhy 
The inherent nature of barbed wire demands c,?nstant respect during the gleaning process. 
Unpredictable, and temperamental, it flicks away when cutting taut lengths, spiralling away in 
hoops. in response to its original coil ronn. Even in its abandoned form, it once again reminds me 
of its power to entangle and restrain. However, it can be controlled because its weakness is that it 
catches upon itsel f, making a fastening clip, which makes it easier to handle. It is a great material 
to work with. French/American artist, Louise Bourgeois expressed it well when she said some 
materials 'give a lot to the doer, it moves, and presents you not with a resistance but with a kind 
of dialogue.'67 Andrew Krell in his book on the history of barbed wire refers to the handling of 
the material as the ' taming' of the Devil 's Rope.'68 
I've rolled and unrolled miles of wire 
I "'e seen it Snap andfly .... 
I \'e gotlhe scars to prow aI/thai 
I '/I tell you, ;t was rough 
Who'd think Ihat after -IO),'ears 
I'd learn 10 like Ihe SIUjJ"9 
Neils Miller, 
Barbed Wire - Then and Now, 1984 
As the coils of wire accumulated from a day of clearing old fence lines (Plate 33), I began to 
daydream, in a place before thought - a place of images. I saw the flat coils of barbed wire before 
me expanded into circles and spheres thaI related to the round heads of the trees in the paddock 
(Plate 34). On farms, trees are usually planted in long lines of200 or more, to fonn windbreaks 
for the protection of animals. It is nOI a common sight to see a lone rounded tree. Philosopher 
Gaston Bachelard comments, ' for a painter, a tree is composed in its roundness. 
~ Fo\\lcs. J. 2004, Three CQm-ernuio'lJ witll Andy Goldsworthy -Hand to Earth, Thames & Hudson, London. p. 162 
Mycr-Thoss, C. 1992, Louise BOllrgeoi:s: Design/or Free Fall. Ammann, Zurich, p. 123 
: Kr:e tl , A. 2002. Tire Del'if"s ~ope: A Cultllral Historyo/Barbed Wire, Realaion Books, London, p. 110 
Mrller, N. 1984, referenced rn Krel~ A. 2002, The Devils Ro~: A Culluralllisioryo/Barbed Wire. Reaktion Books, 
London.p.87 
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33 Bennett. Julie. Coils o/barbed win. 2008 
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34 ilennett, Julie. RQund heads a/trees ill paddock. 2008 
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But for a poet he knows that when a thing becomes isolated, it becomes round, assumes a figure 
of being, that is concerned upon itsel f.'1o 
[ then saw the roundness of the boulders that are heaped in piles in the paddock, a result of the 
fa rmer toi ling for many weeks clearing the rocky ground ready for sowing and, like Goldsworthy, 
1 saw ' hi story in a heap ofstones.'71] saw the multiple rolls of hay that had been produced during 
the harvesting season dotted across the paddock (Plate 35). For me, a sphere is many things; a 
ball of wool, the moon, the ball games played in my childhood. It is a shape that has no hidden 
comers to hide things . It encloses us sa fely and threatens no one and, somewhere, from some 
primordial memory , I remember ' everything round invi tes a caress.'72 This is the shape I am 
driven to work with, there is no choice, I need softness, I need a contrast to the harshness 
surround ing me and the material I have chosen. 
I started making a ball. The natural inclination of the wire to coil detennined the shape in many 
ways. Art ist Robert Morris, whose ' anti-form ' approach introduced a new aesthetic in the late 
1960s and early 1970s, said 'the way of being is left, to the use, to the material .'71 As J try to 
attach the mental image of a sphere to the emerging ball, the contrad iction between barbed wi re 
and the notion of softness, intimacy and roundness, becomes stark. The transfonnation of the 
usual ly linear rusty metal into a spheri cal foml is as uncommon in the windswept country 
landscape as the lone tree. 
Gradually, the growing ball became too big to hand le easily, so I lay a stretched length of wire 
out on the ground with one end attached to the ball and pushed the ball along it with the posture 
and weaving journey of a child playing the ancient hoop rolling game. The main obstacle to this 
method was the sheep manure that kept being caught up on the prongs of wire. My working 
equipment was a pair of gloves, a set of fencing pliers and protective clothing. 
The fi rst ball completed was a solid 914 cm diameter, round mesh of barbed wire, weighing 
approx imately eighty kilos (Plate 36). To continue making balls I needed to find more wire. 
Another old fence li ne needed clearing parallel to a stand of trees where over the years, sheep had 
sheltered and often di ed. J pulled the fence down and began another ball. 
~ Bllchelllrd. G. Translated from French by Maria Jolas 1964. The Pcntics o/Spoce. Beacon Pn:ss, Boslon, p. 239 
n Goldsworthy. A. 2000. Wall, Thames &lIudS?n, London, p. 19 
n Bilchelllrd. G.Translated from French by Mana Jolas 1964. TIre Poetics o/Space. Beacon Press, Boston, p. 236 
Boettger. S. 2002, Earth .... orks: Art and the Lorn/scape o/tlreSixtles. UnivmilY orCaliromia Press, Caliromia, p. 99 
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35 Dennett, Julie. Round bales. 2008 
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36 Bennett, Julie. 8011 11 / . 2005. 9 14cm diameter. Barbed wire 
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37 Bennett. Julie. Ball #2. Droughl. 2006, 914cm diameter. Barbed wire and bones 
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This time I allowed bones to be caught up in the wire and threaded through the ball, leaving the 
white bones with the rusty wire to conjure up images of drought (Plate 37). As I worked, the 
quietness and the intimacy I felt within the vastness of country, was magnified . 
When completed, I found the two balls were qu ite 10SI in the expanse of land. The proportion of 
my work was wrong - it was too small , as Goldsworthy said, ' scale is usually determined by 
material and place.'74 I needed the balls to be larger. I then began to experiment using old ring 
lock wire sq uashed into a round shape to form the centre of a third ball to make it lighter and 
easier to work with whilst allowing me to increase the size. The ball with the heart ofring lock 
grew to 1.2 metres in diameter. However, due to its rel atively soft centre, it was not completely 
round (Plate38). An armature was needed to support the wire in order for it to maintain its shape. 
An annatu re would also allow the structure to be li ght enough to roll yet strong enough to 
withstand the weight of the barbed wire and allow me to roll a larger ball. 
To learn how to make a steel sphere, J undertook a welding, SOldering, thermal cutting and 
thermal heating procedures course at the University of Ballarat, at the old School of Mines. My 
experience at an engineering company in Ballarat helped me calcu late the mathematics of making 
this skeletal frame for a 2.13 metre diameter ball (Appendix 3 and Plate 39). Once the aonature 
was completed, the ball was transported back to the property to be covered in barbed wire. 
Covering the ball by rolling the sphere along a barbed wire strand as I had done for my smaller 
ball s proved no longer an option due to the larger size so 1 began the technique of anchoring the 
sphere to the ground and movi ng around the ball , maypole style, substituting ribbon with barbed 
wi re (Appendix 4). 
Though satisfied with the result of this ball (Plate 40), I found myself agreeing with Gascoigne 
that 'art ought to renect a human scale; small enough to touch, large enough to extend your 
reach.''' I wanted to make a bigger statement, and renect the vastness of my surroundings, whilst 
sti ll being able to touch the material used. 
The process of making my final ball a 3.6 metre diameter sphere. which is the centrepiece of this 
thesis (Plate 41), was similar to that of my last ball. The larger size however had its own handling 
problems. 
:: Gold~otthy. A. 2004. I/and /0 £or/h. Thames & lIudson, London. p. 161 
GascoIgne. R. 1998, Material as La"dsco/N. An Gal lery New South Wales, N.S. w. p. 8 
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381knnett, Julie. &fI U 2006. 1.2 metre diameter. Barbed wire and ring lock wire 
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39 Bennetl, Julie. Making ball IU . 2006 
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40 Bennett, Julie. Ball 114. 2007. 2.13 metre diameter. Barbed wire and steel 
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41 Cato. Rosemary. Artist willI sphere. 2006 
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An oversized object is subject to legislated regulations for transportation on public roads. This 
meant I needed extra caution lights, flags and daylight travelling when transporting the frame for 
the ball from the Ballarat engineering workshop to my home studio. 
Once I had staked the ball and I began to apply the lengths of wire, maypole style, around the 
sphere, I found the ball needed to be rolled to enable even coverage of the barbed wire on all 
areas of the surface. This was no longer possible by manually pushing the ball so a 'ute' was tied 
to the ball to rotate it when needed. After three months and using approximately five kilometres 
of old, barbed wire, the ball was completed (Plate 42). 
There was no doubt that J wanted my ball to be placed in the landscape from which the barbed 
wire originated. For here, once again, it wou ld rest under the vast sky and in my land, 
symbolis ing the circularity of the project. I wanted a paddock that grew the round·headed trees 
that had inspi red me to begin the work. Selection of the paddock was limited to those that grew 
crops of canola, a crop typical of the area. To come across canola in full bloom is a visually 
dramatic sight that I like to refer to as 'where the sun has fallen to earth' (Plate 43). The paddock 
finally selected was one with easy access for photography. Preparation and transport of the ball to 
the located area involved the backend loader and ute (Plate 44). Once on site the ball had no need 
to be staked to the ground as its own weight, (now around 900 kilos) was enough to stabilize it 
from the winds and stonns throughout the year. Sadly, on 2 April 2008, nature proved this 
assum ption wrong. 
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43 Bennett, Julie. Where the slin has/allen to Ihe earth. 2007 
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44 Iknncll. Jul ie:. Preparing to lransport boll 10 paddock. 2007 
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Chapter Four 
A Breathtakingly Brief Moment 
'Photography is my way of talking, writing and Ihinking about arl .• 74 
Andy Goldsworthy 
With the ball settled into the landscape, I was now ready to begin documenting change from a 
fixed position using the ball, my constructed intervention, as a marker - the one constant that 
would not change. It was planned that the digital documentation of the ball through the growing 
seasons and changing weather patterns was to span twelve months. Throughout this time, the 
paddock would go through the full cycle of sowing to harvest (Plates 45, 46) and the weather 
would cycle through autumn to summer. I was hoping these sets of vari ab les would create light 
states, textures and colour combinations that wou ld contribute to a series of photographs that 
would reveal change and time and perhaps unexpected circumstances, whatever form or forms the 
unknown might take. Andy Goldsworthy once commented, 'Different days and different coasts 
have provoked different responses and ways of looking at the same form.'77 Observing the effect 
of the seasons and the rotating farming cycles on the ball in the landscape was the task ahead of 
me. I was about to find out what Goldsworthy meant by different days and different responses. 
The equi pment I assembled for the documentation process was a Canon Power A550 di gi tal 
camera wi th 7.1 mega pixels, a spare set of batteries, a tape recorder, a handmade tripod and an 
alann clock. 
On the morning of 2 October 2007, at 5.30am I began the task of documenting the work. I 
remember thinking as I roused from sleeping that there would always be another sunrise and J 
was sorely tempted to stay in bed. Then I thought, 'the canola is flowering and why delay the 
moment. ' I dressed, put my new camera stand that my son had made for me on the back of the 
'ute' and headed off. William had made the stand with two disused plant stakes tied together with 
metal strips allowing for a sliding adjustment of movement up and down. 
16 GoldS\\orthy, A. 1994, Slone, Viking, Grc&tllritain, p. 120 
" 0 oldsworthy, A. 2004, Passage, Thames & Hudson, London. p. 106 
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45 Bennett. Julie. Stockjeedi"g amOllgst canola stories. 2008 
46 Taylor. Robina. Canolo being lIan,-ested. 2008 
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A nail placed between the two stakes held the height wherever I wanted, and a small flat square 
of wood nai led to the top provided a platform for the camera (Plate 47). 
On that first morning, the sky looked uninteresting. I remember the bird sounds being 
extraordinary, like an orchestra of twittering. In the next paddock, I could hear the distinctive 
sound of a pair of brolgas. I carefully picked my way through the thigh-high canola towards the 
ball trying not to make a defined path. Although there had been no rain, the canol a was wet with 
dew and my jeans very soon were soaked through to the waist and water trickled into my 
gumboots. I remember how my thighs felt as if they were being jabbed by prickly pins of 
coldness and my hands were numb as I headed home for a shower. I was happy with one 
particu lar shot from my first morning's photography (Plate 48). 
This was the beginning of many early morning and evening treks to photograph the ball in the 
landscape. If 1 was not getting soaked and cold on those spring mornings as I walked towards the 
ball, then I was getting scratched and sore from the short stalks of harvested canola jabbing my 
shins. 
I took a small tape recorder with me on most of the days 1 was photographing, which I have 
transcribed (Appendix 2). 
After photographing over a number of days, I soon realized that the most expressive times were 
the waking hours of the day, or that time as it settles before closing. I kept my eye on the 
newspaper for sunrise and sunset times, and was constantly surpri sed by just how quickly the 
sunset happens. During the two ki lometre drive to the paddock the sky can change completely 
from that which you set out to capture. I often began to get anxious on my way to the ball, 
know ing that I had already missed the shot before 1 had arrived. The mornings and evenings were 
an exercise in observation. Standing in the middle of a fifty-acre paddock, amongst the yellow 
canola, with the dramatic sky above, sometimes felt like the setting in a snow dome. In the 
momings, the waking sounds of the day, activity of the birds and stock was theatre. The curtain 
was going up and a cast of swans was heading out overhead to their waterhole, in the adjoining 
paddock, the ewes were summoning their lambs and the chorus of wind and grass sang. I played 
no part. During the wailing time, I breathed easily and felt al peace in the vast landscape. 
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48 Bennett, Julie. 1 October, 6. l lam. 2007 
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I felt I was not alone that I was in someone else's space; ' I was standing in nature 's room.,71 Each 
journey was an intensely spiritual experience. 
To capture a time or a moment, when you fee l all elements of a good picture are present, is 
breathtakingly brief and then that moment passes to another moment that may not be so good. I 
instantly knew when I had 'a shot' and would announce it on my return home. Of the one 
thousand two hundred and forty five shots taken over the period of seven months, only a handful 
could be called 'a shot' . Laid out on the table these successful shots reveal the various narratives 
composed of elements I know well; the ball, the theatre of the sky, the sme lls and quietness I 
experienced, all compressed in a frozen moment. For me these are photographs of a time, whereas 
Goldsworthy says 'the photograph is time.' '' He goes on to say that without photographing these 
moments, he would not 'be aware of connections and developments that might not otherwise 
have been apparent.'10 This comment resonates with me. I also found the comment to be true 
when making selections of images for this thesis. I noticed that the images laken, when flowers 
had dropped ofT the canola plant leaving pods and stems, reminded me of a Rousseau painting. 
The early morning mist amidst the canola reminded me of a Monet (Plates 49, SO). 
Photographer Rosemary Laing does not seem to wait for the moment to happen and unfold 
naturally, but approaches her photographs with extensive planning and resources. There are 
performers and professionals from diverse disciplines, ranging from stunt performers, model s and 
makeup artists to carpet manufacturers, all contributing to make the moment happen. Vivienne 
Webb Curator, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, comments that the 'scale and process of 
Laing's undertakings could be compared to that of a film shoot.'·1 Film is the story telling 
med ium of our cu lture and Laing evokes this medium with works that look like movie stills. 
making up a series. documentary- like in form. Her works comment on our relationship with the 
landscape and changing notions of place. 
71 Bennett, J. 2007. Appendu 2: Random diary entries photographing the ball in iandsco/H. p. 89 
71 Golds ..... onhy. A. t994. Stone. Viking, Great Britain, p. t20 
10 Ibid. p. t20 
II Webb, V. 2005. tile IInqlllet landscapes a/Rosemary Laing. Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, p. 7 
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Making the decision about the size at which the images should be printed was as important as the 
decision about the size of the constructed balls. Goldsworthy had said 'Scale is usually 
determined by material and place,'s2 and went on to say of printing photographs, ' the visual smell 
and detail of the work is better expressed large. ,S} With these words in mind, I made three key 
decisions. The exhibition size of the prints would be 1200 x 2030cms, image size 850 x 1730cms, 
the print stock would be display satin and there would be no digital manipulation of colour or 
correction. 
At the beginning of thi s project, decis ions regarding documentation of my work had not been 
detailed. I had been photographing the smaller barbed wi re ball s in various lighting condit ions, 
with little conscious understanding of why I was doing it other than to place the printed images in 
my visual diary as a record of the ball s I had made. Photography was something I had majored in 
while studying art at Swinburne College of Technology under the guidance of a gent le man call ed 
Alan Campbell -Drury, an early Antarctic Division photographer of the 1940s. I remember as a 
student being struck by a part icu larly atmospheric photograph of the edge of a lake rimmed by 
winter trees shrouded in mist that hung behind his office desk. It was an image that seemed to 
encapsulate his view of the world . It was an ephemeral vision but masterfully composed and it 
had a profound impact on me. I was able to acquire that photograph' Albert Park Lake' after 
leaving college (plate 51). I also recall his mantra, 'it's not always what you have to say but how 
you can say it best.' Years later his words still resonate. 
I looked again at the image of Albert Park Lake and wondered when it .was taken. On the back of 
the photograph, Alan had written the following. 
It was a winter's evening in 1950 when the smog hung low over Melbourne. 
The lake is seen from its southern extremity looking towards the city. 1 made 
the picture with an old Thornton Pickard camera on a half plate negative, 
which accounts for its absolute defin ition. The work is a blue-tone image by 
the dye-coupler process on fibre paper and cannot be repeated on modem 
material. 
Signed Alan CoD . )-9-\987. 
As a student, I was never that precise nor that engaged with the process of photography. I tended 
to view photography as no more than an enjoyable hobby. 
11 Goldsworthy. A. 2004, Jland to EArth. Thames & Hudson, London, p. 161 
Il GOldsworthy, A. 1994. Stone. Viking. Great Britain, p. 120 
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Apart from the darkroom activities of developing and printing black and white images, along with 
some wedding photography that helped pay for my student years. I left Swinburne without 
realising what Alan had imparted. It was only now that I began to understand that photography 
had been an important part of my life for decades. 
As far back as my early twenties, I seemed to be the elected family photographer - a documenter 
of events and time passing. I was called upon to witness the typical moments of family life such 
as births, weddings and birthdays and to capture them with my camera as documentary evidence 
of place and time. I remember taking a series of photographs for my father showing the different 
stages of his golf swing and printing them up so he cou ld analyse his action. More recently I 
completed a series on Salurday night dinner, an impromptu fun event, where the family dressed 
up to match the menu theme with what was available in the house (Plate 52). I realize now that 
the camera had never been far from my side, always available to record images for my visual 
diary and document the stages of my life. 
As my work for the thesis progressed, my attention, which had been obsessively focused on the 
gathering of material and the making, moved to focus on documentation of the project. 
Photography now became my focus and the nalural inclination to just pick up the camera felt 
right. 
Although photography was always destined to play some part in the overall project, I had no idea 
how it would consume me. Where once I found expression in working with barbed wire, I saw 
that I had moved forward, and was now seeking expression in the calming, less physical , medium 
of photography. Its place and importance within the project expanded to equal the making and the 
gathering. One was not complete without the other. Photography became the means of conveying 
the complexity of my project to an audience. Where once I may have considered the exhibition of 
the barbed wire ball the substance of an exhibition, I now realized it could not alone convey the 
fullness of my journey or reveal the connection between the constant fonn of my ball and how I 
was able to capture its welcome presence in the changing patterns of the landscape. 
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Conclusion 
This project has given me time to refine my view of the landscape surrounding me; the land that I 
love and know, the land that is my place, land that inspires me to express my visual observations. 
While I thought 1 knew my land intimately when I began this project, I found in the process that I 
have come to 'see' more than I realised . 
As I came to see the landscape as a ' place' rather than a ' view, ' I found myself going through the 
domestic process of tidying, making and decorating the land as I had done within the house. I 
moved from being an observer of landscape to one inspired to interact. I can step outside the 
house with the intention of returning shortly on completion of a task, only to find hours lost in 
tidying, discovering, shifting and arranging in this space of many f<?Oms. There is the lake area 
where ducks dive, brolgas dance and pelicans fish, each leaving behind feathers to be gathered. I 
make sketches of unusual birds for identification in Birds of Aus/ralia. There is the nursery 
paddock where one pauses and stares in wonder at the birth of lamb triplets. My gaze then 
wanders and rests on a pile of bones nearby which addictively I collect. The machinery shed 
houses artworks that are partial ly welded and forgotten about. The hay shed needs the 
surrounding fence mended to stop the stock intruding, but the discarded fabricated wire takes on 
an interesting form that I could do something with in my an practice. The offerings of the land 
capture my time and imagination and my desire to ' make', to find a voice to express who I am 
and where I live, leads me to glean and then tum my gleanings into someth ing else. Iflhis did not 
happen it seems to me that I would have no identity and would be consumed by the enormity of 
this vast landscape. 
$4 Rieth, H. 2008, Barrier Country, Unpublished. Exlruct from poem written for this project Full poem Appendix 5 
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Where once I looked solely to the gathered materials of the land for stimulat ion to create, I now 
raise my eyes and notice the horizon and rounded trees silhouetted against a blue sky. This in tum 
provided inspiration for an artwork that echoed the trees and sky. In the yard the old barbed wire, 
a result of tidying up fence lines, lay around in coi ls bringing to my auention the possibility ofre· 
use and transformation . It was then I began the process of making ' furniture' for the land with 
this old wire, touched with history and experience. I had a new partner, a new relationship with 
this barbed wire. I both projected human qualities onto the wire and intuited responses. When I 
used it, I was not alone. I found I worked well with it discovering we both shared the common 
notions of barrier and control. Influenced by the characteristics of the land, the curvature of the 
trees and rocks, worn smooth by the unforgiving elements, I worked with the wire to make a 
sphere. Modest in size at first and then, when I gained enough confidence. I made a ball large 
enough to reflect the scale ofthe landscape. 
Once I placed this ball, this object, on the land, there was enormous sat isfaction in having 
returned the wire to its original place. However, the form no longer served the fanner, it solicited 
thought. At the lime I saw the sphere as a full stop, an end, an object completed. But there was 
more to unfold. I began to document with my camera the changes that were taking place around 
my object. This writing with light, the documentation of change using photography, played a 
much greater part in my work than I initially planned. That moment between getting 'a shot ' and 
' nothing' is brief, but the resulting image is more than a record of a time and of a place with a 
particular colour. It showed more than I could see through the viewfinder; it showed an intangible 
that has no words. I now fully understand Gaston Bachaelard 's words ' The poetic image places IlS 
01 the origin of the speaking being. -8-1 
The cyclic themes that emerged • those of seasons and the fann, as J shot images, were 
emphasised further by the unravelling of the ball by the gale force winds that for centuries had 
shaped the landscape. Where once I thought I could control the outcome of a work, I now 
embrace the unexpected. I needed the extreme winds of 2 April 2008, and nature 's almighty 
intervention, to make my writing and my work not just a part of the landscape but authentically 
within it and of it. 
U Bachclard, G. Translated from French by Maria lolas 1964. The Poetia o/Space. Beacon Press, Boston, 
Introduction xix 
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As a child. the more I looked the more I saw and the better I became at seeing. Now over the 
course of this study time, I realise that in fact I now observe not only materials around me but that 
I have extended my boundaries and horizons to view people with greater understanding and 
insightfulness. As I developed the art practice, I was developing a roundness and fullness in a 
personal sense. I can pick out from the clutier of my li fe. as I pick out the treasures from a tip, 
th ings that give those joyous moments and greatest pleasures. Rejecting the superfic ial and the 
meaningless I focus my attention and time personally, on what I see as the simplest and most 
honest, and live towards maki ng those brief moments, those special connections longer. 
For this exegesis, I have used words to pai nt a picture of myself, a medium I am not familiar with 
but surpri singly this medium has given clarity to my thoughts. There are many ways to tell a story 
and I have told a story of time and place that is autobiographical, experienced and retained. 
Edmund Capon, Director of Art Gallery of New South Wales spoke of art as 'essentially 
autobiographical if it is to have any value, any meaning, any credibility, any authenticity. Art is 
the exploration and manipulation of accumulated and distilled experience. Art is neither easy nor 
accidental. Art is the consequence of self and self.revelation .• ss 
The future is about gathering more materials, arranging and creating new marriages between form 
and nature. An observer may be someone who is inspi red to continue the thread of tradition or a 
chi ld who will see the making of art as more than a brush and canvas. 
This has been a journey that has taught me to see beyond what I felt I knew and the lessons 
learned equip me to explore new narratives, new worlds and new materials . 
., capon, E. 2007. exlract from a speech on the opening of an exhibition by Tim Storrier. 'Tim Storrier' 
Philip Bacon Galleries, Brisbane. p. 2 
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A ppend ix 1·2 April 2008 - diary of events 
In the morning of Wednesday. 2 April 2008, 1 was just leaving a graduate meeting at Ballarat 
University, having discussed the present status of my exegesis, when I received a calion my 
mobile phone. 
Husband: 
Me: 
Husband: 
Me: 
'Huge dust storms across the paddock can ' t see 5 metres in front of you' 
' How long do you think it will last?' 
' Don't know' 
'There's probably a good shot there with my ball ' 
I grab the camera and head out to the farm . Fifty minutes on, I can see the storm pass me on the 
road, it's heading into Ballarat. Damm. 1 thought. I' ve missed it. 
I am just about to tum into our farm road when anOlher phone call came in . 
Husband: 
Me: 
Husband: 
Me: 
' It 's about your ball ' 
'I'm just about there hang on ' 
' Something has happened to it, it ' s a mess; 
' What do you mean? Look I' m nearly there '. 
I pulled up alongside the paddock where the ball lives only to see space and absence. 
Turning 90 degrees, about 800 metres away, I see a brown shape of no recognizable outline. My 
bal l. The wind has been playing ball. Over half a ton of metal and barbed wire has been rolled 
across the paddock over rocks and mounds to end up as a snail in shape. A mess. 
Emails and photographs are sent to my supervisor Dr Greer Honeywill 
A friend emails regarding her concern about the storm. 
From: Julie Bennett (mailto:bennett06@optusnet.com.au] 
Sent: Wednesday. 2 April 2008 3:20pm 
To: Louise Crane 
Subject : weather 
Thanks for your concern . Just got back from farm. Earlier went out to photograph ball in storm 
could not find it. Then sighted it 600 metres from its spot a flat mass of barbed wire. That's the 
end of that. 
J. 
From: Louise Crane 
To: Julie Bennett 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02 3:22PM 
Subject: RE: weather 
No, I can't believe it, take some photos of it flattened if it is safe to do so, that is tragic! l! Gillie said 
you've been hit by torpedo (she meant tornado), she is one of us. 
Pretty scary , is it really stuffed or can it be resurrected? 
xL 
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From: Julie Bennett [maHto:bennett06@optusnet.com.au) 
To: louise Crane 
Sent : Wednesday , 2 April 2006 3:27 
Subject: Re: weather 
No I don't think it can be resurrected. The metal sphere has broken up. Don't quite know what 
happens to my study without a piece for exhibition! Just sending a photo to my supervisor. 
J 
From: louise Crane 
To: Julie Bennett 
Sent: Wednesday, 2 April 2006 3:26 
Subject: Re weather 
Hopefully you can add this element to the transience of found objects and their transformation 
from useful product to art rubble and maybe back to art again. 
Fingers crossed , push on, you need to complete this thing!! 
XxL 
From: louise Crane 
To: Julie Bennett 
Sent: Wednesday, 2 April 2008 3:30 
Subject: Re weather 
Always look on the bright side of life aha aha, 
Art shmart whatever, squashed ball in gallery I think Is a good thing , natural elements and forces 
at work!! 
SMILE xxL 
From: Julie Bennett <bennett06@optusnet.com.au> 
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2006 3.25 
To: Dr Greer Honeywill <greer@artwings.com.au> 
Subject: Emailing: IMG· 1548 
This morning's shot of ball 
Julie 
From: Greer Honeywill <greer@artwings.com.au> 
Date: Wednesday , April 02, 2008 3:30 PM 
To: Jutie Bennett 
Subject: Emailing: IMG- 1546 
Great shot. What is happening to the ball? Is it changing shape? Looks like it wants to unravel. 
Am I reading the image correctly? If it is changing so dramatically then this is a very poetic 
Thing indeed. 
G 
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From: Julie Bennett <bennett08@optusnetcom.au > 
Dat.: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 3.46 
To; Dr Greer Honeywill <greer@artwings.com.au> 
Subject: Emailing: IMG·1548 
Mother Nature wanted to get into a bit of art. It has rolled across the paddock about 600 metres 
when I met it this morning. I went out to secure it and photograph it in the storm and couldn't 
believe it wasn 't there. 
I am upset. My son trying to console me, knowing the time I have spent making and 
photographing the ball: the early morning photo sessions, the dashing out during dinner to get a 
shot, says 'Oon'l worry mum it's another chapter in the ball 's life.' 
J 
From: Julie Bennett <bennett06@optusnet.com.au> 
Date: Wed 2 Apr 2006 3.48 
To: Dr Greer Honeywill <greer@artwings.com.au> 
Subject: Emailing: IMG·1548 
Hi Greer 
As Will said , just consider it as yet another part of the journey of ball . How true. I don't think it can 
be resurrected , as the sphere supports have broken. I will have to get it lifted with the backhoe to 
have a better look. I may be able to cut the half·ton of barbed off it, re·weld the armature and start 
again. Thank goodness I have a few shots and another ball (all be it smaller) that may be used for 
the exhibition if it is stili wanted 
What do you think? 
Hope the winds have not attacked your place! 
J 
My supervisor rings with concern only to see in the situation a positive but she kindly 
understands the time I have put into the making of the ball. 
I email my friend 
From: Julie Bennett [mailto:bennettOB@optusnet.com.au] 
To: louise Crane 
Sent: Wednesday, 2 Apr1l200B 4:05 
Subject: Re: weather 
Hi 
Supervisor Greer said not to worry th is is a gift. The journey of the ball writes another chapter and 
you may even put flattened ball in gallery! 
Apparently this is a good day. 
J 
My brain starts to kick in and I now think about how I can al so see it as a positive 
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From: Julie Bennett <bennett08@optusnet.com.au> 
Dot.: Wed, 2 April 2008 4.32 
To: Dr Greer Honeywill < greer@artwings.com.au> 
Subject: Re: Emailing: lMG·1548 
Spoken to local news guy who films Channel 7. He has been up at Beaufort, town just near farm, 
getting shots for the news tonight. I have briefed him on my needs to put together a loop newsreel 
with footage from 7, 9 and ABC channels. He got the gist of what I want. It feels a bit like 
advertising days with that panic to get onto the action now. 
A bit of fun 
J 
From : Greer Honeywill <greer@artwlngs.com.au> 
Date: Wed, 2 April 2008 4.09 PM 
To: Julie Bennett 
Subject: Emailing: IMG-1548 
Now you're talking. Brittiant. If anything Gordon is going to be more pleased with the project. We 
have a transformation of the intervention. Nature witt have her way. Consider yourself fortunate 
Julie. 
G 
The newsreader is talking. ' Today 130 kilometre winds hit the state' . It 's over the news 
everywhere. Two people have died due to the storm. 
The day closes with another new chapter to be written. 
Refer to exhibition for newsreel of day's events as seen by the media. 
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2 October 2007 
Appendix 2 - Random diary entries - photographing the ball in landscape 
(Transcript from tape) 
At 5.30am my mind says there's always another sunrise but on the other hand the canola's 
flowering why put off ... I dress put my new camera stand that Will made for me yesterday on 
the back of the ute and head ofT. The stand is made up of two plant stakes tied together with some 
metal but allowing some freedom for movement up and down. A nail placed between the two 
stakes holds the height at where ever you want. 
The sky looks uninteresti ng. The rock stile to help get over the fence is great and I climb over into 
the paddock. The bird sounds are amazing a blanket of twittering foreground the sound of a pair 
of brolgas in the next paddock. I tread carefully through the thigh height canol a towards the ball 
trying not to make a defined path. The Ute's parallel wheel marks that brought the ball into the 
paddock have made a mark, which is still here. and I don't want path marks in the photos. 
Its 6.00am and though it hasn't rained the canola is wet with drew and my jeans are soaking to the 
crotch. The half moon is goi ng down which I shot but I am getting really excited about the 
sunrise as the sky is pink ing up and [ see a couple of clouds that may make it all interesti ng. 
My jeans are soaked through and the water now drips down into my gumboots. my hands are 
freezing must wear gloves next time. 
A beautiful day is about to dawn. As always, it is the unexpected, which delights. Three black 
swans fly overhead, maybe too far away but it would be great if J can capture them. I stand in 
nature's room, the bi rds, and the swans, the brolgas, the canola, the sun, and me are occupants. 
3 October 
I have been given a gift tonight. After the rains and nearing sunset, a rainbow appears and J am 
here. It is so exciting when you know you have a shot and J think I have three good ones tonight. 
The sky has been moody and I have caught its mood. 
4 October 
My tripod works well but the nai l that holds it at different heights, has dropped out and I have 
improvised with the stem of a canola plant squashed in position. This is perfect and of course J 
am surrounded by replacements if [loose this one. I'm freezing, my jeans are soaking, my boots 
are water logged from water dripping off the dew drenched plants. A hot shower is glorious but [ 
don' t feel it yet. 
7 October 
I am furious, after taking no shots that I think are worthwhile in the last hour and beginning to 
freeze, I start to drive home. Within 15 minutes, the sky is a bri ll iant pink/mauve and the sun 
bright orange. Do I tum back? Yes, no, yes? I don' t and yes the sun exits into the horizon in 5 
minutes. I wou ld have had time to tum around and get a great shot. But I didn't. I' m furious. I 
feel I've missed what a pink mauve sunset would look like against a bright yellow canola crop. J 
have learnt a lesson. It's not over until the fat sun disappears completely under the horizon. 
The canola crop has about two weeks of flowering to go so hopefully I will get the shot I want 
another evening. 
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8 October am 
Arrived at the canola 5.30am. The dams on the way had a blanket of white mist coming otT them 
so 1 think that maybe the canol a will have something different to show me this morning. The 
canola had a white frost on the leaves but all looked much the same as yesterday. The frost on the 
leaves however means a wei walk thought the crop. I photograph a crescent moon but this is not 
much. An addition to the bird sounds this morning is the sheep calling for their lambs from 
nearby paddocks. The change-over time from moon to sun at 6.00am comes quickly. Nothing 
new in these shots. Thighs are stinging with cold. Jeans wet through and spotted with yellow 
flowers. I strip out of my clothes at home and notice my front thighs are red. Time for a hot 
shower. It 's a beautifu l blue-skied day, but not good for photos. 
19 October pm 
The sunset has just gone and 1 am waiting to see what will happen to the sky. The flowers of the 
canola are basically dropping off and you can see the pods remaining, it's not quite that blanket of 
yellow anymore. I notice the sun is selling in a different spot tonight so 1 can get a different angle 
in my photo. Its been a lovely day and a lovely day is expected for tomorrow. I will just see what 
happens to the sun for another half hour. Been out here since about quarter past six and its now 
ten to seven. Five past seven and nothing has happened, I haven ' t got any shots today . I wade 
back to the car through the canola. I will be pleased when it has been cropped so I can walk freely 
to my ball. That 's it for today, nothing, nothing. 
2 October, Saturday, am 
(Sound of birds) 
At a quarter past five, it was just a blanket of mist so 1 thought this was going to be a great day . 
Just waded though the canola, already drenched up to my waist now because it's wet from the 
dew and mist. Heading towards the bal l. Can't see a thing other than yellow and mist and now my 
ball is coming into view. It's a shot I've been wanting to get for a while actually so ... take a few 
now. 
(Jf1alking sounds through stalks) 
Walking through the canola. Not many flowers left . What 's left is now clinging to my wet jeans. 
Carrying my home-made tripod. I' ll be glad, as I said, when the canola goes. In another week 
there won't be a flower left and it will start to dry out. It 's about ten to six now and some of the 
other trees are now coming into focus, as the mist gets a bit lighter. Don ' t know how long I will 
stay. Looks as if it will be like this forever. There is no sunrise it's just the same all the way 
round, 360 degrees and just a blanket of yellow mist and now vague shapes of trees are coming 
through. 
(Bird sounds) 
A little chilly now, there's a slight wind, but I'm beginning to freeze. My thighs are starting to get 
prickly pins of coldness and I'm turning away from the wind. I can see why animals in a paddock 
tum against the wind. It's a lot warmer when your back is towards the wind. Just waiting to see 
what's happening. Can't see anything. Maybe a tinge of blue happening up above. They say it's 
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2 (ktober continued 
going to be a beautiful day. Sheep in the background and the birds are waking up. Distant cars I 
can hear on the highway. 
With the nowers coming off the stems, it's a sort ofa smoky greeny colour with the yellow. With 
what is remaining of the nowers and with the mist it looks just terrific. You really don' t know 
what might happen. I'd love some swans to come nying past would be dots in the misty sky. But 
you just don ' t know what might happen, just standi ng here, things are happening. My legs are 
freezing as I go back to the road. Trail I left earlier, J will follow in . I think I have a shot so it 's 
been a great morning. Time for a shower. 
3 Nove mber 
No nowers are left. All that remains are the stems and clearly defined stalks, which give them a 
Rousseau, look which I hope to catch. 
Note: The tape was spoken over al1d 110t retrievable Imtil the/ol/owing April 2008 
2 April 2008 am 
Strong windy sounds with unclear voice behind. 
Just got back into the ute and replayed it. Obviously cou ldn ' t hear a word I was saying. I was 
saying that it is terribly windy blowing nearly a gale but with wann specks of min. It's about 7.20 
in the morning. Haven' t got a shot, too late, but it 's j ust terribly windy. 
The detailed diary of the events of2 April can be found in Appendix I. 
Recordings of television news segments appear in DVD newsreel. Refer to exhibition. 
3 April 
(Photo of presence taken earlier. Pl ate 53) 
I take a picture of absence (Plate 54). 
I have never been able to see absence before or feel it so simply. I guess thi s is what happens 
when the familiar goes. That emptiness is as a picture. I !rave seen absence. 
Immediately 911 1 comes to mind and I am j ust that fraction closer to understanding what the 
people of New York experienced as they looked at the remains of the towers. 
I walk 800 metres to the snail and start taking photos. 
I recall Laing's shots taken at the bluestone quarry in Kiama. She titled the work, groundspeed, 
and the images evoke cast le ruins. Perhaps I could be dramatic and echo Abigail Solomon-
Godeau in, the unquiet lal1dscapes 0/ Rosemary Laing, when she says 'these pictures suggest 
disasters beyond themselves; Australia, like California is a land of natural as well as unnatural 
disaster: cyclones, wildfires, dust stonns, nood and drought. Vivienne Webb says of Laing's 
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3 April continued 
burning Ayer it is 'a process of reverse homeopathy ... as a metaphor for transformation as the 
means by which dense malter achieves release into other forms' 
Laing herself said it was, ' my intention to make the present already past'. 
4 April 
About 8.00am in the morning, it' s a bit strange climbing the fence again as I have been for six 
months now and walking towards what is now absence for me I' ve see the ball so often I'm aware 
of it having been there and suddenly well. it 's not there I'm going through the ritual of moving up 
there. The sheep are here at the moment and everything is just exactly as it always is except there 
is no ball. The sheep are running away. The canola stalks are still here and it's a grey quiet, day. 
Nothing has changed really. I trek over and see how my ball is goi ng. I' m trying to walk where 
the ball actually rolled. The broken canola stalks across the paddock mark the path and I'm trying 
to follow it. I'm following slight tracks and come over the ridge and there's a little blot of brown 
on the surface and as I get closer there's my ball in a totally new situation. It's interesting looking 
atlhe paddock now from where it sits. It has this snail-like look to it. Lots of barbed wire is loose 
but it's a different shape from every angle now; a snail, an egg, a nest. Well here I am writing 
about time and change in the environm ent and though you write about it, it's not quite the same 
as seeing instantly in front of you, evidence that nature just can't be controlled. It's a bit of a 
shock. I feel I would have loved to have seen what happened to the ball in the spot, but its taken 
it 's own direction. Just shows us we can't control things where nature is concerned we just follow 
and I'll follow this ball and photograph it now in its new position and see what I gel. Looking 
across to where it was, it's as if everything is back to nonnal and nature just goes on. We are just 
a speck in time. We try and do things but nature just goes on. Nature may change slowly but it 
seems solid, I feel it's solid and the ball that was quite proud there for a moment amongst it and 
part of it is has now been rejected and been pushed away from the setting I put it in and made to 
be humble in nature. It 's become a snai l in one of it 's angles and nature's sort of got rid of it and 
put it aside away from the canola and into the rough paddock. It 's certainly a shape 1 would never 
have been able to make, its nature's own shape 1 guess. 
12 April 
About 7.00am in the morning. I thought I'd come out and look at the ball and I'm not quite as 
enthusiastic getting out of bed when 1 know the ball is not the same. But I am sort of wondering 
what it would be like in this misty morning. It's a lovely misty morning and the trees are vague 
ball images on the land. I am walking around noting new angles; different angles to reveal this 
new ball. My car seems to be in the way but it 's in the background now that its closer to the road 
so see what I can get. 
The sun keeps coming in and out behind this mi sty cloud so I'm trying just to come in for a 
second then the mist comes over again. When the ball comes into view, it's just a lovely white 
round ball in the grey mist and maybe I have a nice shot here. 
About quarter past seven and I can hear all the cars on the highway. A ute has just passed me 
probably wondering what I' m doing in the paddock but yes, everyone is wak ing up. 
It's a matter of getting to know thi s ball and its new position. Walking around it and finding 
where I'm happiest taking a shot. It 's all-new to me and so it 's a whole new project so it 's 
interesting. My batteries are showing on the camera as being fairly low so I probably have one 
more shot this morning. 
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5] Benetl, Julie. PN!sen~. 2008 
54 Bennett, Julie. Absence. 2008 
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12 April continued 
I'll just wait and see if the sun comes through the mist again in a different way look ing for a bit of 
an aura around it. It 's lovely, beautifully still, the ball is in a patch where there hasn ' t been any 
canola but just around the edges, there are a few stalks and a few thistles coming up. 
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Appendix 3 - Mathematics of ball making 
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Appendix 4 - The 2 metre ball - diary of making 
22 A ugust 2006 
Just finished the welding course at Ballarat University Trade School a full five-day course 
covering MIC welding, oxy welding elc. done with a group of Agricultural students from various 
schools around Ballarat. Of course, we are the oldest of the group, Philip is doing the course with 
me so he can use skills on the fann and I have done it so as to do a huge ball I have in mind. 
23 A ugust 
Have made contact with Ian from 1& M Welding, a contact given from the weld ing school. I feel 
Ihat I need help, at least for the first ball; in doing what I feel may be a series of barbed wire balls. 
I need a steel spherical structure to roll barbed wire onto. Previous balls have shown me that a 
ball of solid wire is getting heavy 10 roll at only about 0.9m in diameter. The hollow balls Ihat I 
have made with a centre of chicken wire 1.2m diameter are hard to maintain in a spherical shape. 
I'm looking at doing a 2.1m ball and feel a solid inner structure is necessary. 
Ian is great, gets onto the idea with no questions about why I would want 10 do this. 
We sit and work out what strength is needed to hold perhaps a kilometre of wire. 
30 August 
Feeling very confident that Ian knows what I am expecting, I nonetheless drop into the factory 
and show Ian my rough drawings. 
S September 
Drop in to see how the ball is going. Looks great and will come back on the weekend to do some 
welding whi le the ball hangs from the rwf and is easy to manoeuvre. 
9 September 
Return to factory, ball is looking fanlastic. Ian has shots of his kids swinging on il suspended 
from the roof. One of the boys has drawn an outline of Australia on a piece of cardboard and 
attached it to Ihe sphere, which now acts as the earth. Morning spent lack welding the rods. Ian 
will deliver the ball to the farm so I can continue to reinforce with furthe r welding. 
20September 
Ball delivered. It looks somewhat small now Ihat it sits near the farm sheds. I really need to go 
bigger ifpossible next time. Ian is confident we can do any size I wanl. 
21 September 
The ball is put into the shed in case it rains. I wouldn't be able to weld if the steel gets rusty. 
Day spent welding. Looks good as it is but I am determined to cover the fonn with wire. 
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28 September 
I feel enough support welding has been done and I am anxious to get it out of the shed and begin 
rolling. Arthur who has been pulling down old fencing on the property has collected rolls of 
rusted barbed wire in preparation. 
fully covered in clothing, as the barbs scratch the skin, I begin rolling. Well the ball takes ofT and 
rolls away. Really awkward to manoeuvre. I think the best th ing is to keep the ball in one spot 
and move around it with the wire in smaller lengths. 
This proves successful, though I must continue to tum the ball to ensure even windi ngs. 
After this aftemoon very little can be seen of my winding. It will take a lot of wire. I must try and 
work out how long the wire is that I am putting on. 
I leave the ball outside and hope that it will begin to rust. 
S October 
Spent the aftemoon on the ball. II was extremely windy and I soon learned the best way to handle 
the ball was to use this to my advantage. Wind power rolled the ball as I chased after it wrapping 
the wire as it went. Pretty cold and uncomfortable so on ly spent three hours for the day. 
7 October 
Was able to have Will help straighten the wi re and help keep it untangled so process was faster. I 
paid him $5 (pocket money) per two rolls of wire for the help. Well worth it. 
8 October 
Another couple of hours rolling. No help this time but managed to get through a couple of rolls of 
wire. Starting to see more of the wire than the frame, which is exciting. Am waiting on price 
estimate from Ian Brown on another ball frame. This time a 4.2m frame which would have to 
come up to the farm in two pieces and then I would weld it together. 
151h November 
Ball finally finished 
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